Year 5 SPJS Curriculum Headlines
Week Beginning: 23rd May 2022
English

Spelling
and Words
of the
Week

Writing: Holes has been a fantastic book this term and the children have really
enjoyed it. We will be completing the unit but acting out scenes and writing
dialogue using inverted commas.
Reading: This week we will be looking at test style questions about Hansel and
Gretel.
The spellings lists are on Spelling Shed. Please make sure the children are
encouraged to continue to practise these over half term.
Words of the Week: This week’s words to boost the children’s vocabulary are:
Single chilli: careless

Maths

Science

Computing

Double chilli: miscreant

We have started looking at co-ordinates and will be moving on to translation and
lines of symmetry next week.
Key vocab: x axis, y axis, symmetry, reflection, translation
This week we will be separating mixtures and looking at which materials are
reversible and irreversible. Please continue to talk to you children about these
changes you can see at home.
Using iMovie, we will be continuing to study different camera angles and starting
to storyboard our Holes movie trailer.
If children have access to the app at home, it would be great if they could
practise over half term and experiment with the different filters and text
types they may want to use.

Foundation
Subjects

Reminders

Games: This week, the children will be completing a long distance run. We will be
talking about stamina and how best to pace yourself.
PE: The children have been building up their jumping practice and will being using
a combination of boxes, vault and trampoline this week.
D&T: The children have completed their phone cases and will be bringing them
home. They have evaluated the skills they have learnt this term and thought
about how they could improve their sewing skills next time.
Art: The children have had a wonderful time completing their Jubilee art. We
look forward to showcasing it in the playground on Thursday.
The children will bring home a piece of A4 card on Monday for their homework.
All the details of how to make the card are on the Jubilee letter. Please ensure
this comes in on Thursday 26th May so the winning card can be chosen.
Monday 6th June is an INSET day. See you on Tuesday 7th June!
We hope the children have a wonderful half term and come back feeling
refreshed ready for Summer 2!

